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Session Synopsis
The big picture of the BS25999 Standard reflects the international recommended practices for Business Continuity
Management, to deliver guidance for how to assess needs, build and test plans and continually enhance a Business
Continuity program.
The BS25999 standard introduces a system for establishing, managing and improving a continuity program. Recognizing
the advantages of deploying a business continuity management system across an enterprise, the BS25999 standard is an
example of how standards help address many of the challenges associated with developing, adopting and ultimately
continuously improving an enterprise’s continuity program. Standards will help define and build the infrastructure
required to support the continuous growth and maturity of a business continuity management system and the program
it supports, regardless of the size of the organization or the industry the organization operates in.
In addition, the session will identify other standards addressing the BC disciplines, followed by a general Q&A session
relating to business continuity, continuity planning, and planning considerations in relation to a major disaster, such as
Hurricane Ike.

Speaker Biography
Lee Milligan has more than 20 years experience in the DR/BCP field, and more than 50 years of business and technology
experience.
He has developed and implemented BCP programs covering all business areas including IT recovery, corporate
management, office and process recovery, crisis management, and continuity of operations for distribution and
sourcing. Mr. Milligan has served as Chairman of a large community based organization in his home state of California
and as Chair of the Strohl International User Group, and has spoken concerning BCP at a large number of organizations
and conferences.

To register or cancel a registration, visit our website at http://www.sfisaca.org . Cancellation Policy is 72 hours prior to the
event. Please do not be a 'no show'. Our Chapter is billed for reservations made with our facilities provider, and we will have to
pass the charges on to you. Thank you for your cooperation.

